Expanded SUV Limo Fleet Makes Limo Rentals a Bargain in Los Angeles
Limo rentals at American Limousine cost less than nine dollars an hour with their added line
of stretch Hummers.
Los Angeles, CA (PRWEB) December 5, 2005 – Traveling in luxury in a rental limo no longer costs a fortune.
At American Limousine, they have recently added 8 more Hummers to the fleet, making renting an SUV limo
the new way for the everyday man to experience the high life in Los Angeles.

American Limousine has low rates for renting SUV limos Sunday through Thursday. A 16-passenger
Excursion, Navigator, Hummer or Escalade is just $84.00 an hour. If ten people divide the rental cost of that
SUV limo, they can ride in style for $8.40 an hour.
“Los Angeles is one of the greatest places to experience big business and a luxurious lifestyle,” observes
Robert Singleton of American Limousine. “Transportation is one of the most important things in L.A. Many
people are finding that in the car capital of the world, you can travel in the finest without breaking the bank.”
American Limousine (www.americanlimos.org) offers premier ground transportation to Los Angeles, Orange,
Riverside, San Bernardino and Ventura counties with professional and dependable service since 1974.
American Limousine provides cost-efficient limo rentals for corporate clients and superstretch luxury
limousines or SUV limos for special occasions like weddings, proms, concerts, conventions, private tours or a
night on the town.
American Limousine has one of the largest fleets featuring Lexus, Chrysler, Cadillac, and town cars, stretch
and superstretch limousines. The company has expanded their exotic SUV limo line by adding more than 8
new Hummers to the fleet.
“I really like this new fleet of limousines. I think they're what people want,” says Robert Singleton. “Doing
the limo rental thing is hotter than ever now!”
American Limousine's vehicles come “fully loaded” with all the latest amenities such as:
* Cellular phones
* Color TVs and VCR
* Sun roof/Moon roof
* Complimentary bar
* Fiber optic neon light show
* Free Champagne upon request
* Privacy partitions
* Non-smoking vehicles
* Multilingual, professional chauffeurs
American Limousine's fleet is equipped with state-of-the-art communication devices and satellite tracking
systems for immediate responses. All vehicles are meticulously maintained, licensed by the state of California
and fully insured.
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About American Limousine:
American Limousine welcomes corporate inquiries and provides immediate quotes on limo rentals. The main
office is located near LAX, at 5230 West Century Boulevard. American Limousine is a proud member of the
Los Angeles area Chamber of Commerce, the National Limousine Association and the American Society of
Travel Agents.
For additional information, visit www.americanlimos.org or call (310) 665-0024 or toll free at
1-877-627-BEST (2378).
###
Contact Information
Robert Singleton
American Limousine
http://www.americanlimos.org/
213-413-0418
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